...But there is neither east nor west,
border, nor breed, nor birth...
— Rudyard Kipling
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The Hollywood docudrama, ‘Finding Happiness’, is an invitation
to experience Paramahansa Yogananda’s dream-come-true of
harmonious community life, realised by his direct disciple,
Swami Kriyananda and his enthused band of global followers,
reports NARAYANI GANESH
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Growth Period
Artist Fritz Haeg’s work is taking
root. Over the past decade, he’s
helped 15 families around the world
turn their grass-only lawns into lush,
organic gardens that he calls edible
estates. Planted in front yards from
Tel Aviv, Israel, to the twin cities in
Minnesota, the plots give
nourishment and pleasure. More
important, says Haeg, they provide
sharp contrast to surrounding
properties — which typically lack
biodiversity. Confronting the issue of
land use is an idea that resonates
with environmental geographer
Paul Robins.Turfgrass lawns are
ecologically problematic because they
keep other species from thriving.
“Nature abhors a monoculture,” says
Robins.“Lawn maintenance is a
desperate struggle against nature.”
— Catherine Zuckerman,
National Geographic
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ou get poorer in the
city. A middle-class,
simple
life
of
anonymity is bliss,”
says Amit Dutta, the
Jammu-based reclusive film maker,talking of his new movie
about “a heritage village,pickled in time,
and a futuristic city, trapped by the
wrong idea of prosperity”. But what if
you had a heritage village that is also
moving with the times and with the
right idea of prosperity?
Ananda Village, California — an
idyllic community in a sylvan setting
by the Sierra Nevada mountain range,
promises just that. Some 300-odd international residents live on the 900
acres that Swami Kriyananda and his
disciples acquired way back in 1968.
And set about giving shape to Paramahansa Yogananda’s dream — of a harmonious community life with service
and God-realisation as its goals. Does
it sound too good to be true? Or do
you think it’s one of those cult things
that will go ‘poof ’? The answer would
be ‘yes’ to both questions, until the
docudrama unfolds, and we are taken
on an experiential tour by the only fictional character in the film, Juliet
Palmer, the cynical New York City
journalist assigned to do a story on the
community by her magazine editor.
The entire ‘cast’ — barring Juliet
played by Hollywood star Elisabeth
Rohm, most recently seen in American
Hustle as the mayor’s wife, Dolly, and
now in a lead role in the upcoming television serial, Guilt
By Association — are real people, playing themselves at
Ananda Village, their home,
their life.As we make the journey with Juliet,chaperoned by
Ananda member and musician
David Eby, (see pg 8) — seeing
through her eyes, first sceptical, then incredulous, and finally, convinced this is no cult or group of escapists but a committed people living
the way most of us yearn to but don’t,
either because we lack the gumption
and faith or because we wallow in suffering of our own making.
Each message, email or telephone
conversation with the bliss-seeking
members of the Ananda community —
whether in California,Assisi or India —
end with the word ‘joy’before they sign

JOY!
off for they are on an exhilarating path,
finding happiness and sharing it, too.
Besides residential homes and offices, goat and cow dairies, permaculture-inspired organic farms and a grocery store, boutiques, spa and health
centre, the community includes the
Living Wisdom School for children, a
clinic that services at least 2,000 patients besides Ananda residents, an Expanding Light Retreat for yoga and
meditation, and a temple that
draws inspiration from portraits
on the altar of a line of hallowed saints — Mahavatar
Babaji, Lahiri Mahasaya, SwamiYukteshwar and Jesus Christ.
There’s more: volunteer fire
tenders, lakes and ponds that
are water sources, an automobile workshop,solar energy installations making electricity, sewerage
system — voila,you have an almost selfsufficient utopia with plenty of scope
for finding happiness and discovering
who you are, at your pace.
The cherry on the cake is of course
Crystal Hermitage, Swami Kriyananda’s home-cum-office,with its splendid
gardens that boast of at least 13,000
tulips in bloom during spring. Bordering the mountains, Yuba River and
Tahoe National Forest,the terraced gar-
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A BANNER OUTSIDE THE
ANANDA SANGHA
COMMUNITY’S PALO ALTO
CENTER IN CALIFORNIA
REMINDS YOU, “GOOGLE
CAN’T SATISFY YOUR SEARCH.”
BUT YOU CAN
dens provide the perfect ambience for
those wishing to journey within in silence. Others chat with long-time gardeners Jivada and Netri, marvelling at
the many perennials and shrubs, flowers and trees and the little chapel modelled after that of St Francis in Assisi.
Visiting the village,I meet with several karma yogis who are enrolled in yoga
and meditation courses, taking a break

from punishing nine-to-five city life riddled with deadlines and targets, fierce
competition and calamities like stock
market crashes and relationship breakdowns. Some karma yogis are simply
students inspired by reading An Autobiography Of AYogi,Yogananda’s story,the
global bestseller for a book of that genre.
Karma yogis get to live here for the duration of their course or longer,the cost
subsidised by the service they render by
way of gardening,cleaning,cooking and
washing.Not a frown or fight did I witness in the week I was there,and I wondered, like Juliet does in the movie —
‘Is this for real?’
Did playing Juliet reveal something
to Elisabeth Rohm about herself? “Juliet’s journey revealed to me an attraction to compassion and living with a
higher consciousness and sensitivity to
the idea of community. I think till you
see a community like Ananda that
thrives with higher consciousness and

True Bhakti Means
Your Commitment

Biosphere Vs Technosphere
Maintaining interest in the goals you
pursue can improve your work and
reduce burnout, says a research study.
“Our research shows interest is
important for pursuing goals. It
allows us to perform at high levels
without wearing out,” said Paul
O’Keefe, who conducted the studies
in Duke University’s Department of
Psychology and Neuroscience with
associate professor Lisa LinnenbrinkGarcia.“This suggests that interest
matters more than we suspected.”
The studies, which appear online
and in the Journal of Experimental
Social Psychology, examined the
notion that interest simultaneously
optimises your performance and the
resources necessary to stay deeply
engaged.The study suggests that if
people experience activities as both
enjoyable and personally significant,
their chance of success increases.
“Engaging in personally interesting
activities not only improves
performance, but also creates an
energised experience that allows
people to persist when persisting
would otherwise cause them to
burn out,” said O’Keefe.
— sciencedaily.com

VIR SINGH says that we are

misusing science and
wreaking destruction
and chaos whereas it
can be applied for
sustainable living

S

cience and technology not
only dominate the psyche of
humanity, but also the whole
biosphere. How does science
influence civilisation and how is it related to human happiness?
The original, cosmic evolution of
the biosphere was one that promoted, supported, nourished, sustained
and enhanced life. Life went on
adding to the evolution with newer
species and ecosystems, even more
beautiful and vibrant than the ones
before. Our biosphere accommodated a pleasant weather cycle and climate system to support these newer
species, keeping everything in dynamic equilibrium.
Now the biosphere is overburdened and ailing. Some of our
ecosystems have already collapsed,
while others are at death’s door. Ever
increasing pollution coupled with
over-exploitation of natural resources
and greenhouse gas emissions is driving several species towards extinction.This is not a phenomenon that
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has occurred by itself, and neither has
it been caused by human beings
alone. But it definitely has been
spurred by so-called advances in
technology.
In this millennium, we no longer
live in a biosphere — we are inhabitants of a technosphere. A technosphere is an impaired biosphere that has
no affinity with values of life nor with
sustainability and evolution of life.Although technology has empowered
civilisation, it has also reduced it to being a mere tool of science and technology.And when the whole civilisation turns technocratic, science and
technology are bound to dominate,
causing life to shrink. The intensifying climate crisis is but a symptom of
the biosphere’s illness and life’s gradual collapse.
We’ve reached a point where we

are intolerant of anything remotely
“unscientific” in our contemporary
world. Scientists look for alternatives,
but even these solutions are sought in
the same domain that has caused these
problems. In short, we are stewing in
a soup of our own making.
So, what would be meaningful for
the welfare of humans? Naturally,
something that would enhance life,
serve to integrate ecosystems and
cleanse our environment. Enhancement of life includes betterment of
human life and vice versa. If life
shrinks, we cannot blossom.
Science and technology
by themselves are neutral; it
is the way we use them that
has either a positive or negative impact on our lives and
environment.And when we
use science in a manner that
increases unsustainability and unhappiness in our lives, how can we rely
blindly on science for our happiness?
The solution, as always, lies in us.
We need to consider the way we
choose to live, the manner in which
we apply scientific tools, how we use
technology and why we think nothing of adding to the pollution — and
so, we need to take time to reflect and
come up with holistic solutions, with
or without science. ■
The writer teaches environmental science
at GB Pant University of Agriculture
and Technology, Uttarakhand

intelligence, you cannot believe it exists. Even though my mother had a
guru and taught me a lot about Yogananda, I learnt so much from being
there within the community and I realised that all of this can be effective
and that this higher consciousness can
really exist,” she says.
At Ananda’s entrance,a ‘joy is within’ logo designed by Swami
Kriyananda,is set against the blue sky
and green meadow:An arrow indicating your journey over a mountain,reaching upward but finally making a U-turn in a heart-shaped trajectory to reach within, where ananda is
ever-present, waiting to be discovered.
This journey took handsome couple
Willow and Cliff Kushler to Ananda,
despite their super successful lives as inventors and designers. Cliff holds several patents, including as inventor of
swype and T9,software applications that
have revolutionised computer and cell
phone access, particularly for the physically challenged. Says Willow of Cliff ’s
business ventures,“In the last 18 years
of Ananda, non-dharma
was never an option
to achieve success in
business — in fact,
dharmic approach
has spelt complete
success.”
Cliff is an active
choir member, singing with great feeling and conviction, smartly turned out
in his natty Japanese jacket.Willow is in
the process of designing a Moksha
Mandir as tribute to Swami Kriyananda,overlooking the mountains that were
till recently mined for gold,part of ‘Gold
Rush’country.And look at the treasure
it holds out now, promising the gift of
joy, in exchange for some compassion
and love.You just have to look atVirani,
the deputy-sheriff turned goat farmer,
her face beaming with sheer delight as
she calls out to her goats that come running to nuzzle close to her.You can sense
it in the children so happy to go to
school here.And you can feel it in the
fragrant air, suffused with gentle love;
in the karma yogis,so reluctant to leave
and in the tranquil vibrations from Devi
and Jyotish Novak,spiritual directors of
the community.
If Easter symbolises resurrection,rebirth and immortality, perhaps Ananda
symbolises much the same, by letting
eastern and western faith and philosophy converge seamlessly, creating a
beautiful way of life.A banner outside
the community’s Palo Alto Center in
California reminds you,“Google can’t
satisfy your search.” But you can. ■
Finding Happiness will release in theatres
in India on April 25

THE SPEAKING TREE says
change your mindset as devotees
and channel bhakti to clean up and
beautify yatra destinations
ndia has perhaps the largest number of people who go on regular
pilgrimages to sacred destinations
across the country every year or more
than once a year.Though most yatra
sites are set in naturally beautiful environments — by a river,on the coast,
on a hill or in a wooded region,devotees who throng here to make ritualistic offerings and proclaim
their bhakti only add to the
pollution and desecration of
the place.
Why are pilgrims not
sensitive to the need to keep
sacred sites clean? Why do
they leave behind piles of
garbage — whether in the form of
flower and milk offerings that clog the
drains or by way of plastic throwaways
and other litter? Not to speak of
mindless dirtying of water bodies in
the name of devotional surrender.
Singing bhajans, decorating idols
and paying for abhishekams without
also taking care of the sanctity of
the environment,has resulted in
popular destinations like Vrindavan andVaranasi falling prey
to dirt, disease and pollution.
True bhakti reflects in two
ways. One is that your love for
the Supreme is so overwhelming
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that you merge with the Divine and
your creativity bursts forth in the form
of song, dance, poetry — and you
spend your time spreading this bliss,
peace and joy, among all.The other
way is that you serve mankind and
other beings — all God’s creations —
selflessly by offering a smile, giving
love, teaching someone something
worthwhile so that they can lead a
better life. And practise the saying,
‘Cleanliness is next to Godliness’.
Let’s change our mindset. Let us
prove that true bhakti means our
commitment to work toward conservation of the environment — of
external as well as internal spaces —
that will not only recreate the lost art
of aesthetics and restore to our surroundings the sanctity of nature, but
also reveal a spanking new dimension
to our own selves, uncluttered, and
free of trash. ■
Post your comments at
speakingtree.in

